
 

 

A Spy Affair - Part 6 
 
Android Crystal Dare speaks in a normal speaking voice 
with a British accent.  She is another android replica of 
Crystal Dare. 
 
Crystal Dare speaks in a normal speaking voice with a 
British accent.  She is a human woman, and a super spy. 
(These parts sound the same and can be recorded together.) 
 
Sally speaks in a normal speaking voice with a Southern 
accent.  She is a human woman, and a friend and assistant 
to Crystal Dare. 
 
Kim speaks in a normal speaking voice.  Her tone is 
cheerfully professional.  She is an android technician for 
Fembot Command, and is highly advanced and lifelike. 
 
This final part of the series will have two different endings, 
and will be split into three mp3 files when complete.  The 
Main Story, Good Ending, and Evil Ending are marked in 
grey. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Main Story 
 
Sally: (on the phone) “Yeah, I’m at her apartment right now.” 
 
Sally: “Sure thing.  I’ll pick that stuff up and bring it back with 
me.” 
 
Sally: “I can look for that, I don’t know if it’s here though.” 
 
Sally: “Right.  Talk to you when I get back.  Bye.” 



 

 

 
(pause) 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Hello, Sally.” 
 
Sally: (excited) “Crystal!  Oh my god, you’re back!” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Well, you appear glad to see me.” 
 
Sally: “Wait a minute… something’s… wrong.” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Thank you for the hug.” 
 
Sally: “Crystal, what’s happened to you?  You’re… different.” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Sally, I must tell you something very 
important.  Please, sit down on the sofa with me.” 
 
Sally: “Okay.  Gosh, you’ve been missing for a month.  I 
can’t imagine what’s been going on.” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Sally, I’m not the real Crystal Dare.  
I’m an android duplicate.” 
 
Sally: (getting frightened and angry) “Oh no.  No.  No!” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: (remaining calm) “Sally, please, I 
must ask you to calm down.  Please put the pistol away.” 
 
Sally: “No.  God damn it, I knew this was gonna happen!  
You fuckin’ robots!  You tell me what you’ve done with 
Crystal!  Now!” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Sally, Crystal Dare sent me.  She 



 

 

has personally reprogrammed me, and has recorded a 
message for you to listen to.” 
 
(pause)  
 
Sally: “A message?” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Yes, Sally.  I shall remove my 
faceplate and initiate audio playback of her message on my 
oral speaker.” 
 
Sally: “Alright, but I’m watching you.” 
 
(faceplate sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: “Hello, Sally, it’s me… Crystal Dare.  It’s been 
a while, hasn’t it?  You’re probably wondering about me, and 
well, I’m safe.  I’m not in any immediate danger, but I do 
need your help.  I’m… I’m essentially trapped inside Fembot 
Command’s headquarters, surrounded only by female 
androids and intelligent computers.  I can’t get out by brute 
force, so I’ve devised a plan.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Do you remember that android replica of me 
that we captured?  That gave me an idea.  I’ve convinced 
Fembot Command to construct another one.  And I’ve been 
a little sly and sneaky with my motives on the inside as well.  
I’m quite sure that Fembot Command isn’t aware of my 
expert computer programming skill.  In fact I told them I 
couldn’t program.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “In any case, I’ve reprogrammed this replica 
android Crystal Dare to help you, and the Agency, and I’ve 
loaded her databanks with all the useful data I could find 
about Fembot Command and its androids, and its security 



 

 

systems.  This Android Crystal Dare is loaded with the keys 
to the kingdom, so to speak.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “So Sally, if you do nothing else, please, 
please bring this replica android of me to Dr. Stewart at the 
advanced technology research lab.  That’s where the original 
replica of me and the other Fembot Command androids like 
Echo are being kept.  This android has encryption keys for 
data and operating system files that will help Dr. Stewart 
reverse-engineer that Fembot Command technology.  It’s my 
hope that the Agency can use the data I’ve sent, and these 
other androids to infiltrate and destroy Fembot Command 
from within - once and for all.” 
 
Sally: “Wow.  That’s… well, I’m glad to hear that she’s still 
alive.  And you’re really… working for her?” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Yes, of course, Sally.  I have also 
been instructed to relay our personal secret passcode so 
that you know it truly was Crystal Dare who sent me.” 
 
Sally: “I’m listening.” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Renaissance - Seventh - Sunshine - 
Denominator.” 
 
Sally: “Well, that’s the right passcode too.” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Crystal Dare has also 
reprogrammed her personal android assistant Kim, and is 
working from within Fembot Command to sabotage their 
systems and bring them down.”  
 
Sally: “That’s incredible.  Well, okay.  I’ll stop waving this gun 
around.  But you gotta put your face back on.  That creeps 



 

 

me way the heck out.” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Yes, of course.” 
 
(faceplate sounds) 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “I must also warn you and the 
Agency of an immediate threat that Fembot Command is 
posing to the security of many key assets.” 
 
Sally: “Oh?  What’s that?” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Fembot Command is currently 
engaged in an operation called Project Honey Pot.  This is 
an operation to construct hundreds of flawlessly beautiful 
and realistic female androids, and then to dispatch them 
upon some of the world’s most powerful and influential 
business and political leaders.  These androids will then 
collect data that can be used for the purposes of control and 
blackmail.” 
 
Sally: “That sounds like an emergency.” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Indeed, it is.” 
 
Sally: “Okay, let’s bring you back to HQ.  We’ll let Dr. Stewart 
have a look at you, and get all that data downloaded from 
you so we can start formulating a plan of attack.” 
 
Android Crystal Dare: “Excellent.” 
 
Sally: “I just hope we can save the real Crystal Dare too.” 
 
Good Ending 
 



 

 

Kim: “Good afternoon, Crystal Dare.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Hi Kim.” 
 
Kim: (kissing sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: (kissing sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: “Kim, scan for listening devices and other 
automated transponders, please.” 
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.  Scanning.  Scanning.  Scanning.  
No listening devices or other automated transponders 
detected.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Good.  Do you have news for me?” 
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.  The Android Crystal Dare has 
successfully been deployed, and Sally has agreed to bring 
her to Agency headquarters.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Oh, thank goodness.  I’m so relieved.  Did the 
robot play my recording for Sally?” 
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Even Better.  This seems to be going well so 
far.  I just hope Dr. Stewart can reverse-engineer the Fembot 
Command agents we’ve captured and load them up with a 
virus.  Then once they return to Fembot Command, they 
should be able to infect the entire computer system and 
every last android.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Except for you, of course, Kim.  Sorry about 



 

 

having to lie to you about my programming skills before, but I 
am so very glad that I’ve been able to program you to serve 
me and only me.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “And I do hope that if all goes well, and if I’m 
rescued from this place, that I’ll be able to keep you.  Like 
any girl, I've gotten very fond of my favourite Barbie doll.  I 
can't imagine not having you near to play with.” 
 
Kim: (kissing sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: (kissing sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: “Don’t you have anything to say to all that, 
Kim?” 
 
Kim: “I am unable to compute an appropriate response, 
Crystal Dare.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Mmm… that’s what I like about you.  All 
woman on the outside… all computer on the inside.  And 
while we wait for more news from outside, I believe I should 
perform cunnilingus upon you again.” 
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.  As you command.” 
 
Crystal Dare: (giggles) “That’s another thing I love about 
you, Kim, you’re quite agreeable.” 
 
Kim: “I am programmed to obey your commands, Crystal 
Dare.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Right then, you know the routine.  Sit on the 
bed with your legs spread.” 
 



 

 

Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “And my, my, my.  I do love the way you look in 
that black lingerie set.  There’s something about a robot 
wearing clothing like that… mmm…” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Alright, let’s open up your crotch panel.  
There we go.  Mmm.  It fascinates me to no end to see all 
the electronics you’ve got packed inside you.  And they really 
did think of everything when they built you… a button for 
vaginal elasticity, a button for heat, one for vibration… but 
this is the one I want…” 
 
(pause) 
 
Crystal Dare: “There we go.” 
 
Kim: “Vaginal unit lubrication system activated.” 
 
Crystal Dare: (pussy licking sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: “I love the way you robots taste.  It’s so close 
to the real thing, yet so obviously synthetic.  It’s perfect.” 
 
Crystal Dare: (extended pussy licking sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: (full orgasm leading to climax and coming 
down) 
 
Crystal Dare: “Oh Kim, what would I do without you?” 
 
Kim: “I am unable to compute an appropriate response, 
Crystal Dare.” 
 



 

 

Evil Ending 
 
Kim: “Good afternoon, Crystal Dare.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Oh, hello Kim.  You’re looking lovely today.” 
 
Kim: “Thank you, Crystal Dare.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “So tell me, what’s the latest word on our 
newest Fembot Command agent?” 
 
Kim: “The Android Crystal Dare has successfully been 
deployed, and Sally has agreed to bring her to Agency 
headquarters.” 
 
Crystal Dare: (light laugh) “Oh dear!  Poor Sally.  They really 
don’t know what they’ve unleashed upon themselves.  I can’t 
believe she fell for that little recording I made.  And Project 
Honey Pot… what an outlandish farce!  You see, Kim, a 
made-up story like Project Honey Pot is precisely the sort of 
thing that will keep the Agency terribly busy by looking in the 
wrong direction while we infiltrate them with Fembot 
Command agents.  There really is something to be said for 
human creativity.” 
 
Kim: “Processing.  I am unable to compute the majority of 
your statement.” 
 
Crystal Dare: (giggles) “Yes, I know.  But trust me, a little bit 
of disinformation - planted in just the right way and in the 
right place - can go such a very long way if you know what 
you’re doing.  And meanwhile, we start replacing top super-
spies with androids.  Starting with Sally.  I believe the android 
replica Sally you’ve already constructed is quite well suited 
for the job.  She had me completely fooled, that’s for sure.” 



 

 

 
Kim: “Agency agent replacement arrangements are currently 
underway, and proceeding with an estimated efficiency rate 
of 86.28%.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “My, that’s impressive.  You robots are as 
effective as you are beautiful.” 
 
Kim: (kissing sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: (kissing sounds) 
 
Crystal Dare: “Mmm… I’m so glad you convinced me to 
stay.  And I’m in the mood for a good fucking.  Kim, install 
your strap-on.  I’ll be on the bed on all fours.” 
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.  As you command.  Now initiating 
sexual protocols 439 and 520.” 
 
Crystal Dare: (giggles) “Oh, and take off your faceplate.  I’ll 
be watching you in the mirror, and it just feels better to be 
fucked by a robot when she’s showing off her circuitry like 
that.” 
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.  I shall remove my faceplate for your 
pleasure.” 
 
(faceplate sounds) 
 
Kim: “Faceplate removed.” 
 
Crystal Dare: “Mmm… that’s it.  Slide that thing right into my 
pussy.”  
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.” 



 

 

 
Crystal Dare: (getting aroused) “Fuck me hard, you 
unthinking, unfeeling machine.” 
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.  I will fuck you hard, as you desire.” 
 
Crystal Dare: (breathing heavier) “Oh… the way you pound 
me… it’s… relentless…” 
 
Crystal Dare: (full orgasm leading to climax and coming 
down) 
 
Crystal Dare: “Oh, Kim.  You’re such a wonderful toy.  Come 
with me to Robot Lab 11.  We’ll see how the android 
replacements are coming along.” 
 
Kim: “Yes Crystal Dare.  According to Agency agent 
replacement log files, substantial progress has been made in 
constructing nine out of seventeen replacement androids.” 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


